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smartphone madness



accelerometer!

compass!

gyroscope!

light!

proximity!

near-field!
barometer!

front/back cameras!

microphone! location!

radios!

emotion!

air quality!

why is this important to us? 

physical, emotional and cognitive health

radically new tool for social and 
behavioral scientists to conduct 
unobtrusive experiments at very 

large scale 



let’s look at the capability 
of a single sensor

accelerometer 

activity!
   sitting 

 standing 

 walking 

 running 

what is the influence of 
location on people?

accelerometer + location (e.g., GPS)
= activity map



making sense of data

Classification pipeline!

raw sensor!
data!

extracted!
features!

classification!
inference!

machine learning is key to building 
robust, personalized behavioral models

phones are open and programmable

learning, big data, mining, 
apps 

 

-  sensing 
-  feature extraction 
-  inference 
-  learning/adaptation 
-  app specific 
-  privacy 

we want to push 
intelligence to the 

phone phones are open and programmable
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where are we?!

density leads to big data!



where is this leading?



smartphones are getting smarter;  
at some point they will:

- understand our behavioral patterns, emotional 
and mental state
- anticipate our every move
- help us navigate our day
- become integrated into the fabric of our lives
- new apps in health, social science, psychology
- radically change how we study human, community 
and population behavior

let’s look at six sensing apps developed 
with Tanzeem Choudhury (Cornell)

social networks app
sound diary app
well-being app
stress app
safety app
neural app
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cenceme web 

“Sensing Meets Mobile Social 
Networks: The Design, Implementation 
and Evaluation of the CenceMe 
Application”, ACM SenSys 2008 

!

two microphones

Voice 

how do social “conversation networks” 
evolve?!



SoundSense diary:  discovering life patterns!

Too many people lead unhealthy, 
unbalanced lifestyles  

Even health conscious people have  
a narrow view of  healthy behavior 

BeWell App

Voice 
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StressSense: stress from voice

Pitch plays a prominent role 

Other important features are those using energy 
and spectral slope

front and back cameras

while out jogging on day ....
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we need a new smartphone tool for 
social and psychological experiments some of the pieces exist 



creation of experimental 
trackers and interventions

experiential sampling 
(ESM)

allows users to explore 
and ask questions about 
their data

http://www.pacoapp.com/

sensor collection and data analysis



what is missing?
open source, robust behavior models for 
phones

feed back, intervention mechanisms and 
data visualization

data analysis tools and data repository

phone issues
-- energy, robustness, scaling, privacy

SDK for putting it all together (has to 
easy)

phones are open and programmable
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societal scale sensing 
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